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1 Introduction 
This section provides a brief overview of the QoS feature implementation in IAD including support 
for DiffServ. It is essential that you are familiar with the information in this section before you start 
using any of the QoS Features. 

1.1 Introduction to QoS / DiffServ 
Historically, the Internet Protocol was designed as a best effort protocol to run over almost every 
network transmission media. As the services provided to end-users are changing and converging 
into any service over IP, a new method of traffic classification is required to handle voice, data, 
video and others. 
 
DiffServ is a methodology where network elements are able to handle Quality of Service (QoS) 
on a provision-able basis. It takes into consideration the various needs of applications such as 
delay, jitter, bandwidth, packet loss and availability. For example, voice traffic, which requires 
relatively low delay and low jitter, might take precedence over other kinds of traffic. 
 
DiffServ architecture is designed to provide a simple and coarse approach to establish the 
differentiated classes of service for Internet data. In DiffServ, traffic is divided into a small number 
of forwarding classes and resources are allocated on a per-class basis. The desired performance 
levels are achieved through the proper mix of provisioning, prioritization and admission control.  
 
The ultimate goal of DiffServ is to simplify forwarding at the core node/egress node and to place 
the processing burden of traffic flow classification and profiling at the ingress node. 
 
The diagram below illustrates the typical processing tasks that are performed by Diffserv for both 
incoming and outgoing packets. This shows that most of the processing tasks are performed on 
incoming packets: 

 
To achieve the QoS requirements using the DiffServ approach, data packets are classified at the 
edge of the network using multi-field classification and traffic policing is performed to protect the 
network from the misbehaving traffic sources. 
 
Once packets are classified at the edge of the network, the traffic is subjected to Per Hop 
Behavior (PHB) at each core network element where traffic parameters are appropriately 
considered. Each PHB defines the set of requirements on a DiffServ domain so that all packets 
receive uniform treatment in the domain according to the traffic aggregate they belong to. 
 
The IP header contains a 6 bit value known as the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP), 
which is used to select the per-hop behavior (PHB) to be applied to the packet when it is 
forwarded. 
 
Currently, only two PHBs have been defined by the IETF: 
• AF provides the assured forwarding services. 
• EF provides the expedited forwarding services. 
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The traffic on which these PHBs are not applied gets best-effort (BE) behavior. 
 
RFC2474 defines the IP header field called the Differentiated Services (DS) field. In IPv4, it 
defines the layout of the Type of Service (TOS) octet; in IPv6, the Traffic Class octet. 
 
Note that any value can be marked in the DS field in addition to the AF and EF values provided 
by the standard. 
 
The Quality of Service (QoS) support within the IAD allows different classes of traffic, such as 
specific applications or users of a network, to be offered different levels of service. 
 
The basic building blocks of DiffServ functionality are various traffic conditioning functions: 

• Classification 
• Policing 
• Marking 
• Shaping 

 
The IAD provides a set of ‘devices’ that can be configured to implement these traffic-conditioning 
functions. Hence, DiffServ or any other QoS behavior can be realized by configuring these 
‘devices’. The devices are: 
 
• The Classifier device; this device classifies incoming packets to ensure that important packets 
are marked as high priority. This device will also communicate the scheduling priority and drop 
priority to the Scheduler device and communicate the meter-id to the Meter device.  
• The Meter device; this device measures the temporal properties of the incoming stream against 
configured parameters and communicates the drop priority to the Scheduler.  
• The Scheduler device; this device is used for scheduling packets for transmission on an 
outgoing interface based on information received from the Meter, Classifier or from API’s used to 
generate traffic from the IAD..  
• The device can be configured to provide Priority Scheduling or WF2Q+ Scheduling behavior. 
Priority Scheduling is used to send out one class of packets with absolute priority over other 
classes. WF2Q+ Scheduling is used to provide a fair sharing of a single outgoing link between 
multiple classes (Assured forwarding) or to send out one class of packets with priority over other 
classes while ensuring that lower priority traffic is not completely starved (Expedited Forwarding). 
 

1.2  Conformance to standards 
Refer to all the DiffServ standards. 
• RFC 2475 An Architecture for Differentiated Services. 
• RFC 2474 Definition of the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4/6 Headers. 
• RFC 2597 Assured Forwarding PHB Group 
• RFC 3246 An Expedited Forwarding PHB (Per-Hop Behavior) 
• RFC 2697 A Single Rate Three Color Marker 
• RFC 2698 A Two Rate Three Color Marker 
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2 Classifier 
This section provides a brief overview of the Classifier device used in IAD QoS. 

2.1 About the classifier device 
The Classifier is implemented as a device and is part of the device driver layer rather than part of 
the IP stack. Packets can be classified earlier in the system, and can therefore be discarded 
sooner in overload conditions: 
 

 
 
Because the classifier is not part of the IP stack, it can be used on transports that are attached to 
the bridge, as well as transports attached to the router. This allows you to apply IP packet level 
classification to bridged traffic. 

2.2 How classification works 
When packet classification is enabled on a transport, the packet Classifier device examines every 
incoming packet. The Classifier never examines outgoing packets. 
 
The Classifier examines incoming packets and assigns a traffic class to them based on user-
configured rules that are stored in a profile. These rules can depend on various IP header fields, 
or can simply be a function of which interface the packet arrived on.  
 
Without the packet classifier, every packet arriving on any interface would be treated with the 
same priority. 
 
You can then add the same profile to more than one transport, so that the same set of rules are 
used by multiple transports. Each rule can test any of the following fields in the packet: 
• IP header DiffServ Codepoint (DSCP). In RFC 791, this is known as Type of Service (ToS). 
• Source and/or destination IP address. 
• IP protocol (incorporating TCP/UDP/ICMP/GRE protocols). 
• For TCP and UDP packets, the source and/or destination port number. 
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This means that the Classifier device can be used in two ways (see RFC 2475): 
• Multi-field (MF) Classifier 
• Behavior Aggregate (BA) Classifier 
 
When used as a Multi-Field (MF) classifier, the Classifier device examines a combination of 
fields in the IP header and payload, and, if configured to do so, may also act as a Marker to set 
the DS field of the IP header. 
 
When used as a Behavior Aggregate (BA) classifier, the Classifier device examines the DSCP 
value written into the DS field of the IP header by the Ingress node of the DiffServ network. 
 
An incoming packet is tested against each rule in order of configuration. If all of the tests on the 
packet succeed, the rule is ‘matched’ and the packet is assigned the traffic class, or Quality of  
Service Class (QoSC) associated with that rule. The QoSC value in the packet comprises three 
fields and Classifier rules can be configured to set these fields independently. The three fields 
that can be set for each packet are: 
 

• Scheduling Priority: This value is used by the Scheduler, prioritization, the Monitored 
Pools, the Priority Queue, etc., to identify different priority streams and to provide 
appropriate scheduling behavior. The Classifier device sets configured scheduling priority 
for a traffic stream matching a classification rule. Multiple traffic streams may map to the 
same scheduling priority. The value 0 represents the lowest priority that is used for best 
effort traffic. The Scheduler device supports 8 levels (values 0 to 7) of scheduling priority; 
7 is the highest priority. 

 
Only 2 levels of priority are currently supported in the transmit prioritization: 

o Priority 0 packets are placed on the low priority queue 
o Packets with priority values higher than 0 are sent on the high priority queue. 

 
• Meter Id: A number of meter instances can be configured on a Meter device channel. 
 
Each meter instance measures the temporal properties of a single traffic stream and is 
identified by a unique meter-id (number) on a channel. The Classifier device sets the 
configured meter-id for a traffic stream matching a classification rule. Note that there is no 
correlation between scheduling priority and meter-id. Different traffic streams may be 
configured with different meter-ids but still have the same scheduling priority. 

 
• Drop Priority: The drop priority can take three values: 0, 1 or 2. The values are 

described below: 
o 0 - lowest drop priority (green) 
o 1 - medium drop priority (yellow) 
o 2 - highest drop priority (red). 

 
The drop priority is used by the Algorithmic dropper component of the Scheduler device, which 
when configured drops packets selectively during a congestion condition in Scheduler queues. 
 
The packets with a higher drop priority have a higher probability of getting dropped than lower 
priority packets. 
 
The Classifier initially sets the drop priority, and then the Meter device may optionally modify the 
drop priority if the packet is out of profile. The Meter device will then communicate the drop 
priority to the Scheduler device. 
 
Both the Classifier and Meter devices can set the drop priority. The Classifier device sets the drop 
priority configured in the classification rule while the Meter device sets the drop priority depending 
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upon the metering result. If both the Classifier and the Meter are configured, then the Meter 
overwrites the drop priority value that the Classifier has set. 
 
NOTE:The Meter overwrites the drop priority because the current implementation of the Meter 
only supports Color-Blind mode. In Color-Blind mode, the Meter assumes that the packet stream 
is uncolored i.e. no drop priority has been set by the preceding entity. 
 
In a typical QoS network scenario, the Ingress node would use the Meter to set the drop priority 
whereas a Core node would use the Classifier to set the drop priority rather than the Meter. 
 
The QoSC value represents the type of treatment that the packet will receive as it passes through 
the IAD system. In DiffServ terminology, each traffic class represents a particular per-hop 
behavior (PHB). 
 
Once the packet has been assigned a traffic class, the QoSC is stored in a field within the 
network buffer. 
 
NOTE: The actual IP packet is not modified by this process. Storage of the traffic class is out-of-
band. Nothing is written into the actual IP packet unless marking is configured.  
 
As the packet passes through the system, the traffic class of the buffer can be examined by other 
modules that support quality of service, such as ATM packet prioritization.  
 
If Monitored pools are configured, the Classifier will query the monitored pool and may discard 
the packet. 

2.3 Configuring the Classifier 
This section explains the basic steps to follow in order to configure the Classifier. It does not 
include details about the function of each command. For detailed command information, see the 
CLI Reference Manual. 
 
To configure the Classifier, use the following CLI commands: 
 
1. Create a profile using the command: 
classifier add profile <profile>  
 
2. Add one or more rules to the profile using the command: 
classifier profile <profile> add rule <rule> 
 
3. Configure the rule, using the commands: 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
dropprio <dropprio> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} dscp 
<dscp> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
dstaddr <addr> <mask> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rulename>|<rule number>} dstport 
<min> <max> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} mark 
dscp <dscp> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
meterid <meterid> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
priority <priority> 
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classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
protocol <protocol> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
srcaddr <addr> <mask> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} 
srcport <min> <max> 
 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} tos 
<tos> 
 
The rule value or values will vary depending on which packet fields you want to test. For example, 
to configure a rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets, use the command: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
To configure a rule to assign priority value 1, use the command: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 priority 1 
 
To configure a rule to assign a meter Id to a packet matching the rule use the command: 
classifier profile MF set rule Gold meterid 1 
 
4. Add the profile to an existing transport using the command: 
transport set <transport> classifier profile <profile> 
 
Typically, you would use the Classifier with the Meter to provide a full policing QoS 
implementation. 

2.4 Marking packets 
The Classifier incorporates the functionality of a DiffServ Marker. It can be configured to mark 
packets with a specific DSCP. 
 
You can set a classifier rule to configure marking using the following CLI command: 
classifier profile {<name>|<number>} set rule {<rule name>|<rule number>} mark 
dscp <dscp> 
 
This command allows you to set a particular DSCP for a specific rule. If the rule is matched, the 
DSCP will be written into the DS (or ToS) field in the header of the IP packet and the checksum 
for the IP header will also be updated. 
  
For example, a router at the edge of a network might classify packets according to their source 
and destination address and port number, and then mark the packet with a specific DSCP. A 
router in the core of the network would only need to examine the DSCP field to determine the 
traffic class of the packet. 

2.5 Packets originating on the IAD 
The Classifier is not used to mark packets originated by applications running on the IAD system 
itself, because the Classifier only examines incoming packets, not outgoing packets. For locally 
originated traffic, the IP stack APIs allow such applications to set the value of the IP header DS 
field instead of using the default value of 0. Certain applications that use these APIs may provide 
CLI commands allowing the user to configure the DSCP of packets they originate. For example, 
for the VoIP application, see the CLI commands: 
voip set rtpdscp 
voip set sigdscp 
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3 Meter 
This section provides a brief overview of the Meter device used in IAD QoS. 

3.1 Meter 
The Meter is used to measure and police the rate of incoming traffic streams. The Meter does not 
examine outgoing packets on the channel and is placed after the Classifier in the receive data 
path. 

3.2 About the Meter device 
The Meter device is layered on top of the Classifier device. The Classifier device classifies (or 
segregates) incoming traffic stream on the interface to which it is attached, into multiple traffic 
streams according to configured rules. Each traffic stream then gets metered by the Meter device 
provided a meter instance has been configured for the stream. Metering is done against the 
meter profile configured by the user to measure that stream. 

3.3 How metering works 
The Meter device compares temporal properties of the incoming traffic stream against configured 
parameters. 

3.3.1 Types of meter 
There are two types of meter: 

• Two-level meter; this meter informs whether a packet is in profile (Green) or out of 
profile (Red). 

• Three-level meter; informs whether a packet is completely in profile (Green), partially in 
profile (Yellow) or out of profile (Red). 

3.3.2 Meter profiles 
The meter profile consists of a collection of parameters that define how the metering of packets is 
to be performed. There are three different meter profiles that can be used with the above meter 
types. 

• Token bucket meter profile (used with two-level meter). 
• srTCM (single rate three color marker) meter profile (used with three-level meter). 
• trTCM (two rate three color marker) meter profile (used with three-level meter). 
 

These meter profiles differ in the algorithms that they use to decide if a packet is in or out of 
profile. The following sections describe the above profiles. 

3.3.3 Token bucket meter profile 
A two-level meter profile called the Token bucket meter profile consists of two parameters: 
• Committed information rate (CIR) 
• Committed burst size (CBS) 
 
If the packet stream's average rate is within CIR and the burst size is within CBS then the packet 
is marked Green, otherwise the packet is marked Red. 

3.3.4 srTCM (single rate three color marker) meter profile 
A three-level meter profile named as srTCM (single rate three color marker) meter profile consists 
of three parameters: 
• Committed information rate (CIR) 
• Committed Burst Size (CBS) 
• Excess Burst Size (EBS) 
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If the packet stream's average rate is within CIR and the burst size is within CBS then the packet 
is marked Green. If the packet stream's average rate is within CIR and the burst size is not within 
CBS but within “CBS+EBS” then the packet is marked Yellow. Otherwise, the packet is marked 
Red. 

3.3.5 trTCM (two rate three color marker) meter profile 
Another three-level meter profile named as trTCM (two rate three color marker) meter profile 
consists of four parameters: 
• Committed information rate (CIR) 
• Committed burst size (CBS) 
• Peak Information rate (PIR) 
• Peak burst size (PBS) 
 
If the packet stream's average rate is within CIR and the burst size is within CBS then the packet 
is marked Green. If the packet stream's average rate is within PIR and the burst size is within 
PBS then the packet is marked Yellow. Otherwise the packet is marked Red. 

3.4 Metering packets 
The Meter device will take one of the following actions for each packet which has been metered:  

• Drop (default action for Red packets): Drop the packet buffer. 
• Set DSCP value in IP header: Set the DSCP value in the DS field in the header of the IP 

packet. The Meter will overwrite the DSCP value the packet had before metering. The 
checksum for the IP packet is also updated following an update to the DSCP value. 

• Pass (Default Action for green and yellow packets): Does not set any DSCP value in the 
IP header. The packet has the same DSCP value it had before metering. 

 
The user can configure the above actions. 
 
For every metering result, the Meter will also set a drop priority value. This drop priority value is 
used by the Algorithmic dropper (if configured), which is used by the Scheduler device to select a 
packet to drop if the system detects congestion in queues. 
 
The following drop priority values can be set. 

• If the packet is completely in profile (Green) then a low drop priority value '0' is set in the 
buffer. 

• If the packet if partially in profile (Yellow) then a medium drop priority value '1' is set in the 
buffer. 

• If the packet is out of profile (Red) then a high drop priority value '2' is set in the buffer. 

3.5 Metering process 
The following diagram illustrates the complete metering process: 
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NOTE: The Meter uses the true size of the IP packet for metering. For example, if the Meter 
receives an Ethernet packet with the following structure: 

• 14 bytes Ethernet header. 
• 100 bytes of IP packet (20 bytes IP header + 80 bytes payload). 
• 4 bytes of Ethernet padding & FCS. 

 
For these types of packets, the Meter uses 100 bytes for metering calculations. Therefore if the 
Meter is configured at 100kbps and you send an Ethernet packet stream of 118 kbps (Ethernet 
packet size 118 bytes) it will be unaffected by the Meter process. 

3.6 Configuring the meter 
This section explains the basic steps to follow in order to configure the Meter. It does not include 
details about the function of each command. To configure the Meter, use the following CLI 
commands: 
 
1. Create a profile using one of the commands: 
meter add profile <name> srtcm <cir> <cbs> <ebs> 
meter add profile <name> tokenbucket <cir> <cbs> 
meter add profile <name> trtcm <cir> <cbs> <pir> <pbs> 
 
The metering algorithm type and associated parameters are specified in the command options. 
 
2. By default, green and yellow packets are passed and red packets are dropped. But, you can 
override these default settings and configure the profile to drop, mark or pass packets for a 
specific result, using the following commands: 
meter set profile <name> {green | red | yellow} action drop 
meter set profile <name> {green | red | yellow} action mark dscp <dscp> 
meter set profile <name> {green | red | yellow} action pass 
 
3. Add the profile to an existing transport using the command: 
transports set {<name>|<number>} meter instance <meterid> profile <ProfileName> 
 
You can add multiple meter instances on a transport. 
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4 Scheduler 
This section provides a brief overview of the Scheduler device used in the IAD QoS.  

4.1 Scheduler 
In the IAD QoS model, the Scheduler device is used to schedule outgoing packets, belonging to 
different priority streams, for transmission on an outgoing interface as per the configured service 
discipline. 
 
It is important to note that packets originating on the IAD will have a higher priority than those 
‘passing through’ the IAD 
 
The outgoing interface would typically be Ethernet or ATM. This is shown in the diagram below: 
 

 
 

The device is put just before the layer 2 driver in the Transmit data path. So, if the Scheduler 
device is configured on a channel, all packets transmitted through that network interface driver 
are first processed by the Scheduler Device. 
 
The Scheduler device provides the following functions as shown in the above diagram: 
 
• Algorithmic dropper 
• Queuing 
• Scheduling 
• Shaping 
 
These components can be configured in the Scheduler to provide all the above functions or a 
subset of the above functions, depending on the network requirements. The possible 
combinations are: 
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• Shaping only. 
• Priority Queuing. 
• WFQ2+ Queuing. 
• Priority Queuing and Shaping. 
• WFQ2+ Queuing and Shaping. 
• Shaping and Algorithmic Dropper. 
• Priority Queuing and Algorithmic Dropper. 
• WFQ2+ Queuing and Algorithmic Dropper. 
• Priority Queuing and Shaping and Algorithmic Dropper. 
• WFQ2+ Queuing and Shaping and Algorithmic Dropper. 
 
The Classifier device handles the task of qualifying packets arriving on the incoming interfaces to 
different priority streams. The Classifier and Meter devices associate a scheduling priority and a 
drop priority value respectively, with the incoming buffer. The service provided by the Scheduler 
device to a packet is determined by these values: 
 

• Scheduling Priority: This value is used by the Scheduler to identify different priority 
streams to provide appropriate scheduling behavior. Packets originating from the IAD will 
always have priority over those originating externally of the IAD. The Classifier device 
sets the configured scheduling priority for a traffic stream matching a classification rule. 
Multiple traffic streams may map to the same scheduling priority. At present 8 levels 
(values 0 to 7) of scheduling priority are defined. The value 7 is the highest priority and 0 
is the lowest priority. 

 
• Drop Priority: The Scheduler implements Algorithmic Dropper functionality, which when 

configured drops packets selectively during congestion conditions in Scheduler queues. 
The packets with higher drop priority have a higher probability of getting dropped than 
lower priority ones. The Meter device sets the Drop priority value. The Classifier is used 
to set the Drop priority if the Meter has not been configured. 

 

4.2 About the Scheduler device 
The following diagram provides an overview of the functionality provided by the Scheduler: 

 

4.2.1 Service discipline 
The Scheduler Service discipline determines the service provided to packets belonging to distinct 
scheduling priority streams. The incoming packets are buffered in multiple queues based on the 
Scheduling Priority value (contained in the buffer) associated with the respective packet buffers. 
These packets are then selected for transmission to the layer-2 driver, based on the configured 
Service Discipline (the packet selection algorithm). 
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The two types of service disciplines that can be used for transmission are: 

• Priority Queuing: Priority queuing aims at providing better treatment to higher priority 
traffic as compared to lower priority traffic. 

 
The Scheduler supports 8 queues, corresponding to the scheduling priority values (0-7), 
with 7 being the highest priority and 0 the lowest. A lower priority queue is only served if 
the queues having higher priority are not backlogged. This scheme may cause starvation 
to low priority traffic packets if there is a continuous flow of high priority packets. 

 
• WF2Q+ (WF2Qplus): WF2Q+ is a version of WF2Q (Worst case weighted fair queuing) 

algorithm and has a lower implementation complexity than the original WF2Q algorithm. 
 

The WF2Q+ algorithm requires participating queues to have an associated weight value. 
It distributes the link bandwidth among these queues in the ratio of their respective 
configured weights. 

 
A single default queue with a weight of 100 percent is created by default. Packets with 
scheduling priority 0 are always en-queued in the default queue. 

 
Weight values may be configured for the other scheduling priority levels 1-7. As weight 
values are configured for a scheduling priority level, the weight allocation for the default 
queue is decremented by the same amount. That is, the total weight allocation for all 
priority levels is not allowed to exceed 100. Packets belonging to the scheduling priority 
level for where weight was configured, are en-queued in a separate queue and the 
bandwidth is allocated for all participating queues as per the configured weights. 

 
Packets with scheduling priority for which no weight allocation is configured are en-
queued in the default queue. 

4.2.2 Shaping 
The Scheduler device may also be configured in a Shaping mode to limit the aggregate 
outgoing traffic to a certain rate using a Token Bucket. Rate limiting for individual traffic streams 
is not supported. 
 
The Scheduler considers the complete length of a packet for shaping calculations. However extra 
bytes added by lower layer devices than the Scheduler may not be considered. For example, if 
the Scheduler is applied over an Ethernet interface, the padding and FCS are not considered. 
Also, if the Scheduler is configured over an ATM interface (e.g. PPPoE over RFC1483) the LLC 
header and the AAL-5 header and trailer are not considered. 

4.2.3 Algorithmic dropper 
The Scheduler also supports an active queuing mechanism called the Algorithmic Dropper 
(ALD). 
 
ALD uses RED (Random Early Detection) and WRED (Weighted RED) algorithms for congestion 
avoidance. 
 
The user can configure the Algorithmic Dropper on any created queue by setting their relevant 
attributes. This will lead to the association of an Algorithmic Dropper with that particular queue. 
 
The Dropper will decide at the time of packet en-queuing whether the packet should be en-
queued in the queue or dropped. When there is no congestion, all packets are queued for 
transmission on the outgoing interface. When there is congestion or when congestion is about to 
occur the ALD is used to determine which packets to drop. 
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The RED algorithm uses a single set of parameters (ALD profiles) to all packets being en-
queued, to decide whether to drop a packet. 
 
The WRED algorithm uses three sets of parameters (ALD Profiles). A Drop Priority value 
associated with each packet is used to determine the ALD profile to use. Based on the profile 
parameters it is decided whether or not to drop the packet. The drop priority value is set by the 
Meter or the Classifier device (if configured). 

4.3 Scheduler Profiles 
There are two types of profiles used by the Scheduler: 
 

• Scheduler profiles 
• Algorithmic Dropper Profiles 

4.3.1 Scheduler profiles 
Scheduler profiles are used to define the following parameters: 
 

• Type of Service Discipline (WF2Q+ or Priority Queuing) 
• Parameters for configuring the Scheduler for Shaping 
• Values of queue parameters (Algorithmic Dropper profile and queue weights) for WF2Q+ 

algorithm. 
 
It is possible to create and store multiple profiles. Any one of these profiles can then be used to 
create multiple Schedulers, each of which can be applied on a different channel. 

4.3.2 Algorithmic Dropper profiles 
Algorithmic Dropper configurations are stored as Algorithmic Dropper Profiles. It is possible to 
create and store multiple profiles. These profiles can then be associated with a configured queue 
in a Scheduler profile. 
 
To configure the RED algorithm on a created Scheduler queue, only one ALD profile needs to be 
set for that queue; the ALD Green profile attribute needs to be set to an existing ALD profile. 
 
To configure WRED on a created Scheduler queue, three ALD profiles need to be created; one 
profile needs to be set for each drop priority corresponding to the Green, Yellow and Red drop 
priorities. 
 
For the WRED algorithm, ALD profiles should be configured and applied to Scheduler queues in 
such a way that packets with a higher drop priority are more likely to be dropped than packets 
with lower drop priority value. 

4.4 Scheduling packets 
This section describes the packet scheduling process. 

4.4.1 Packet en-queue 
Packets forwarded to the Scheduler are buffered internally in multiple queues based on the 
scheduling priority value associated with each packet. If the Algorithmic Dropper is associated 
with that particular queue then the Dropper will be invoked, at the time of en-queuing, to decide 
whether the packet should be en-queued in the queue or dropped. 
 
The flow chart below summarizes the scheduling process for packet en-queuing:  
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4.4.2 Packet Dequeue 
The packets present in various queues are selected based on the configured service discipline 
and transmitted to the driver below. As an optimization measure, the Scheduler tries to utilize the 
layer 2 driver queue fully by pushing as many packets as possible (limited by the driver queue 
size) to the driver. 
 
The flow chart below summarizes the scheduling process for packet de-queuing. (Note that the 
diagram does not show the use of the layer 2 driver queue.): 
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4.5 Configuring the Scheduler 
This section explains the basic steps to follow in order to configure the Scheduler. It does not 
include details about the function of each command. For detailed command information, see the 
CLI Reference Manual. 
 
To configure the Scheduler, use the following CLI commands: 
 
1. Create a Scheduler profile using the command: 
scheduler add profile <name> {wf2qplus | priority} 
 
The scheduling algorithm type is specified in the command. If the scheduling algorithm is 
WF2Qplus, then all traffic gets enqueued to a default queue (queue 0) with a weight allocation of 
100% by default. To enable enqueuing to the other queues (1-7), assign a weight to the queues 
using the command: 
scheduler profile <name> set queue [1-7] weight <weight> 
 
2. The Algorithmic Dropper (ALD) can be applied to a queue using the following command: 
scheduler profile <name> set queue {default | [1-7] } ald profile <GreenProfile> 
[<YellowProfile> <RedProfile>] 
 
Note that GreenProfile, YellowProfile and RedProfile are the names of ALD profiles that are 
different from Scheduler profiles.  
 
An ALD profile can be created using the following command: 
ald add profile <name> [<MinTh> <MaxTh> <MaxDropProb> <WeightFactor>] 
 
3. Shaping can be configured to throttle the aggregate output rate of the Scheduler to the 
specified maximum rate and burst size using the command: 
scheduler set profile <name> shaping <MaxRate> <MaxBurst> 
 
4. Apply the Scheduler profile to an existing transport using the command: 
transports set {<name>|<number>} scheduler profile <ProfileName> 
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5 ATM QoS Features 
This section provides a brief overview of the ATM QoS Features provide in IAD. 

5.1 Introduction 
The following ATM QoS features are provided in IAD: 

• ATM Packet Prioritization. 
• ATM Traffic Shaping. 

5.2 ATM Packet Prioritization 
After packets have been routed or bridged, the IAD driver provides transmit prioritization when 
packets with different priorities are sent on the same ATM VC. 
 

 

5.2.1 How ATM packet prioritization works 
The IAD is responsible for transmit scheduling when packets of different priorities are sent on the 
same channel. 
 
IAD prioritization support provides a pure prioritization approach, useful for providing Expedited 
Forwarding (EF) for voice packets, as opposed to the Scheduler/Algorithmic Dropper that can 
provide fair sharing of bandwidth for Assured Forwarding (AF). 
 
The driver discovers the priority of the packet by examining the traffic class field of the buffer that 
was written by the Classifier. 
 
NOTE: If a local application, such as the web server or VoIP, originates packets, the IP stack will 
set the priority of the packet as appropriate – however these packets will always have priority 
over similar packets arriving at the scheduler from an external interface. 
 
The data stream from the Classifier can also be policed using the Meter to control the data rate 
for each stream defined by the Classifier. If the data rate of a stream exceeds the rate set in the 
Meter profile being used to police the data stream, then the Meter will drop packets from that 
stream. 
Therefore, using the Classifier and the Meter can help to lessen the impact of forwarding 
incoming packets from a high-speed interface such as Ethernet to a low-speed interface such as 
DSL. 
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However it is important to note that without prioritizing outgoing packets for transmission, the 
following problems would also occur when packets are forwarded from a high-speed interface to 
a low speed interface: 

• High priority packets would suffer latency because they are queued behind a number of 
low priority packets awaiting transmission 

• High priority packets would be dropped, because such a large number of buffers are 
queued from transmission that system-buffering resources are exhausted. 

 
The IAD driver provides the following features to prevent this: 

• Transmit scheduling 
• Queue depth limiting. 

5.2.2 Transmit scheduling on a single VC 
You can configure the IAD driver to support two transmit queues per PVC; a high priority queue, 
and a low priority queue. Packets are placed on a queue indicated by the traffic class field of the 
buffer. 
 
Whenever a transmit slot becomes available, a packet is sent from the high priority queue. If 
there are no high priority packets available, a packet from the low priority queue is sent instead. 

5.2.3 Queue depth limiting 
The low priority queue has a depth limit set to control the number of packets that can be queued. 
Once this maximum queue depth is exceeded, any further low priority packets are dropped. 

5.3 Configuring priority handling support 
To enable support for different priorities on an existing ATM transport, use the following CLI 
commands: 
pppoe set transport mypppoe prilevels 2 
pppoa set transport mypppoa prilevels 2 
rfc1483 set transport myrfc prilevels 2 
 
These commands set two priority levels, as supported by the IAD driver. 
 
Note that packets classified as priority 0 will be placed on the default queue, packets classified as 
priority 1 or higher will be placed on the high priority queue. For detailed information about these 
CLI commands, see the CLI Reference. 

5.4 ATM Traffic Shaping 
This feature is only relevant when using multiple Virtual Circuits (VCs). When using only a single 
VC, the traffic class of the VC is not important. 
 
The ATM traffic shaper regulates the traffic flow, as per the QoS negotiated during the session 
set up, in order to achieve better network efficiency. Traffic shaping actively alters the traffic 
characteristics of a stream of cells on a VC in order to reduce the peak cell rate, limit the burst 
length or reduce the cell delay variation by suitably spacing cells in time. 

5.4.1 Setting the QoS class on an ATM port 
In the IAD traffic shaper, each QoS class is associated with both a scheduling algorithm and a 
priority, and each class is serviced in strict priority order. To define which QoS class is used on a 
particular ATM transport, use the command: 
{pppoa|pppoe|rfc1483} set transport {name|number} qosclass 
{ubr|ubr+|cbr|vbr|vbrrt} 
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For example, the following command sets the constant bit rate (CBR) QoS class. This is the 
highest priority traffic class that supports constant demand and a predictable data transport rate: 
pppoe set transport pppo-1 qosclass cbr 
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6 QoS Extra features 
This section provides a brief overview of the other QoS features that are provided in IAD QoS. 

6.1 Priority Message Queue 
Under sustained CPU overload or following a burst of incoming traffic (when the number of 
incoming packets exceeds the rate at which packets can be routed or bridged), buffers may build 
up on a message queue. 
 
This leads to an increase in latency for high priority packets, because an incoming high priority 
packet will have to wait while the bridge or router clears its current backlog of packets from its 
message queue before it can be processed. 
 
One of the features provided by the IAD QoS support is the Priority Message Queue, which 
addresses this issue. 

6.1.1 How the Priority Message Queue works 
Message queues usually operate on a strict first in, first out basis. However, a Priority Message 
Queue consists of more than one queue, allowing high and low priority traffic to be treated 
differently. In order to know the priority of a packet, the Priority Message Queue examines the 
priority of the buffer, which was set by the Classifier. 
 
This type of message queue can be used by the bridge or the router to handle incoming packets 
from the network. 
 
 

 
 
With the Priority Message Queues enabled, the Bridge/Router will always receive high priority 
packets before it receives low priority packets. Effectively, a high priority packet will jump to the 
front of the bridge or router’s work queue as soon as it arrives. 
 
The Priority Message Queue never discards any message or buffer sent to a process. However, 
the Classifier will discard low priority packets when the monitored pool threshold is reached. 
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7 QoS Network Scenarios 
This section provides some examples of how QoS can be configured and implemented for 
various network traffic requirements. 

7.1 Introduction 
This section shows how to apply QoS to some example network scenarios. For more information 
on how DiffServ is implemented in a network. 

7.2 Configuring Policing 
Policing is achieved by using the Classifier and Meter devices. These two devices must be 
configured on the incoming port where policing is desired. The Classifier and Meter devices are 
configured using CLI commands. The configuration is a two-stage process: 
 
1. Create Classifier and Meter profiles to configure policing on any number of transports. 
2. Apply the profiles to the transport. 
 
The following sections provide examples of how to configure policing for various network setups. 

7.3 Example 1 - Single-stream Policing using Token bucket Meter 

7.3.1 Objective 
Apply policing on traffic with source IP address 20.20.20.1. The policing parameters are CIR 
(Average rate) = 80 kbps and CBS (burst size) = 5000 bytes. Mark the in-profile traffic with DSCP 
value for EF (Expedited Forwarding) traffic. 

7.3.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a Classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign a meter Id to the packet matching the rule. (Note: There can be 
multiple meter instances on a channel, one per traffic stream. These meter instances are 
identified by the meter Id). 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 meterid 1 
 
Add a meter profile of type tokenbucket with CIR = 80kbps and CBS = 5000 bytes: 
meter add profile mp1 tokenbucket 80 5000 
 
Mark green (in-profile) packets with DSCP EF (Expedited Forwarding). The red (out-of-profile) 
packets are dropped by default: 
meter set profile mp1 green action mark dscp 101110 
 
Apply the Classifier profile on a transport (atm1): 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
 
Apply the meter profile on the transport for meter instance 1. (Note: instance 1 is the same as 
meterid 1 as specified in Classifier profile rule1.) This creates an association between the 
Classified stream and Meter instance: 
transports set atm1 meter instance 1 profile mp1 
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7.4 Example 2- Multi-stream Policing using Token bucket Meter 

7.4.1 Objective 
• Apply policing on traffic with source IP address 20.20.20.1. The policing parameters are CIR 
(average rate) = 80 kbps and CBS (burst size) = 5000 bytes. 
• Apply policing on traffic with source IP address 20.20.20.2. The policing parameters are CIR 
(average rate) = 160 kbps and CBS (burst size) = 15000 bytes. 
• Apply policing on traffic with source IP address 20.20.20.3. The policing parameters are CIR 
(average rate) = 80 kbps and CBS (burst size) = 5000 bytes. 

7.5 Configuration sequence 
Add a Classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.1 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of the incoming packets. 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign a meter Id to the packet matching the rule. 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 meterid 1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.2 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule2 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 srcaddr 20.20.20.2 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign a meter Id to the packet matching the rule: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 meterid 2 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.3 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule3 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets. 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 srcaddr 20.20.20.3 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign a meter Id to the packet matching the rule. 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 meterid 3 
 
Add a tokenbucket meter profile for CIR = 80kbps, CBS = 5000 bytes: 
meter add profile silver tokenbucket 80 5000 
 
Add a tokenbucket meter profile for rate = 160kbps, burst size = 15000 bytes: 
meter add profile gold tokenbucket 160 15000 
 
Apply the Classifier profile on the a transport (atm1) 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
 
Create meter instances on the transport. Note that the same profile is used twice as the policing 
requirements are the same for two IP addresses. 
transports set atm1 meter instance 1 profile silver 
transports set atm1 meter instance 2 profile gold 
transports set atm1 meter instance 3 profile silver 

7.6 Example 3 - Single-stream Policing using srTCM Meter 

7.6.1 Objective 
Apply policing on traffic with source IP address 20.20.20.1. The policing parameters are CIR = 
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80kbps, CBS = 5000 bytes, EBS = 10000 bytes. Green (in-profile) and Yellow (partially in-profile) 
packets shall pass through and red (out-of-profile) packets are dropped. 

7.6.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a Classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of the incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign a meter Id to the packet matching the rule: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 meterid 1 
 
Add a Meter profile of srTCM type, CIR = 80kbps, CBS = 5000, EBS = 10000: 
meter add profile mp1 srtcm 80 5000 10000 
 
Apply the Classifier profile on a transport (atm1): 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
 
Apply the Meter profile on the transport for meter instance 1: 
transports set atm1 meter instance 1 profile mp1 

7.7 Example 4 - Single-stream Policing using trTCM Meter 

7.7.1 Objective 
Apply policing on traffic with source IP address 20.20.20.1. The policing parameters are CIR = 
80kbps, CBS = 5000 bytes, PIR=160kbps, PBS = 15000 bytes. Set DSCP for AF class (Assured 
Forwarding). Don't drop out-of-profile packets but mark with high drop probability. 

7.7.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign a meter Id to the packet matching the rule: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 meterid 1 
 
Add a meter profile of type trTCM, CIR = 80kbps, CBS = 5000 bytes, PIR = 160kbps, PBS = 
15000 bytes: 
meter add profile mp1 trtcm 80 5000 160 15000 
 
Mark green (in-profile) packets with DSCP AF11 (Assured Forwarding class 1, drop priority 1): 
meter set profile mp1 green action mark dscp 001010 
 
Mark yellow (partially in-profile) packets with DSCP AF12 (Assured Forwarding class 1, drop 
priority 2): 
meter set profile mp1 yellow action mark dscp 001100 
 
Mark red (out-of-profile) packets with DSCP AF13 (Assured Forwarding class 1, drop priority 3): 
meter set profile mp1 red action mark dscp 001110 
 
Apply the Classifier profile on a transport (atm1): 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
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Apply the Meter profile on the transport for meter instance 1 (multiple meter instances can exist 
on a transport too) 
transports set atm1 meter instance 1 profile mp1 

7.8 Configuring Scheduling 
Scheduling is achieved by using the Classifier and Scheduler devices. The Classifier device must 
be configured on the incoming port for assigning scheduling priority and the Scheduler device 
must be configured on the outgoing port.  
 
Configuring the Classifier and Scheduler devices using CLI commands is a two-stage process: 
 
1. Create Classifier and Scheduler profiles. These profiles can be used to configure classification 
 
2. Apply the configured profile(s) to the transport. 
The following sections provide examples of how to configure scheduling for various network 
setups. 

7.8.1 Objective 
Provide priority scheduling to traffic sourced from interfaces 20.20.20.1, 20.20.20.2 and 
20.20.20.3 
(in increasing order of relative priority among these). All other traffic gets default behavior i.e. 
leastpriority behavior. 

7.8.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a Classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.1 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 1: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 priority 1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.2 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule2 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 srcaddr 20.20.20.2 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 2: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 priority 2 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.3 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule3 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 srcaddr 20.20.20.3 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 3: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 priority 3 
 
Add a Scheduler profile for priority scheduling: 
scheduler add profile sp1 priority 
 
Create the Classifier on the incoming transport (atm1): 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
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Create the Scheduler on the outgoing transport (eth): 
transports set eth scheduler profile sp1 

7.9 Example 2 - WF2Q-Plus 

7.9.1 Objective 
Provide weighted fair queuing scheduling to traffic on the outgoing Ethernet interface. Assign 
highest bandwidth share to traffic sourced from 20.20.20.3 (weight = 40%), followed by 
20.20.20.2 (weight = 20%), followed by 20.20.20.1 (weight = 10%). All other traffic gets remaining 
30% weight. 

7.9.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a Classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.1 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 1: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 priority 1 
 
Add a rule in the classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.2 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule2 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 srcaddr 20.20.20.2 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 2: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 priority 2 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.3 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule3 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 srcaddr 20.20.20.3 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 3: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 priority 3 
 
Add a Scheduler profile for WF2Q-Plus scheduling: 
scheduler add profile sp1 wf2qplus 
 
Configure queue weights. The weights are expressed in percentages. The remaining 30% weight 
gets assigned to the default queue. Any packets containing a priority value in the Cyan buffer 
which is different from the configured queues (1, 2, 3) are en-queued in the default queue. 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 3 weight 40 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 2 weight 20 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 1 weight 10 
 
Create a Classifier on the incoming transport (atm1): 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
 
Create a Scheduler on the outgoing transport (eth): 
transports set eth scheduler profile sp1 
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7.10 Example 3 - Algorithmic dropper (RED) 

7.10.1 Objective 
Provide priority scheduling to traffic sourced from interfaces 20.20.20.1, 20.20.20.2 and 
20.20.20.3 (in increasing order of relative priority among these). All other traffic gets default 
behavior, i.e., least priority behavior. Apply the Algorithmic Dropper on the default queue and 
priority 1 queue. 

7.10.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a Classifier profile: 
classifier add profile cp1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.1 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule1 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of the incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 srcaddr 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 1: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule1 priority 1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.2 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule2 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 srcaddr 20.20.20.2 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 2: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule2 priority 2 
 
Add the rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.3 sourced traffic: 
classifier profile cp1 add rule rule3 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 srcaddr 20.20.20.3 255.255.255.255 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 3. 
classifier profile cp1 set rule rule3 priority 3 
 
Add Scheduler profile for priority scheduling: 
scheduler add profile sp1 priority 
 
Add algorithmic profile. (Note: creating an ALD profile with default parameters is recommended 
unless you are very familiar with the Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm). 
ald add profile ap1 
 
Apply ALD on default queue and queue 1: 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue default ald ap1 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 1 ald ap1 
 
Create classifier on the incoming transport: 
transports set atm1 classifier profile cp1 
 
Create the Scheduler on the outgoing transport: 
transports set eth scheduler profile sp1 
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7.11 Example 4 - Shaping (rate ‘throttling’) 

7.11.1 Objective 
‘Throttle’ the output rate on an Ethernet interface to 2000 kbps average rate and 50000 bytes 
burst size. 
 

7.11.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a Scheduler profile. (Note: Scheduler type is specified as priority but no traffic gets prioritized 
because the Classifier is not configured) 
scheduler add profile sp1 priority 
 
Set shaping in profile. CIR = 2000kbps, CBS = 50000 bytes. 
scheduler set profile sp1 shaping 2000 50000 
 
Create the Scheduler on the outgoing transport 
transports set eth scheduler profile sp1 

7.12 Configuring DiffServ routers - putting it all together 
DiffServ routers are of two types: 
• Ingress edge router is responsible for MF (multi-field) classification, policing, marking and 
scheduling. 
• Core router is responsible for BA (behavior aggregate) classification and scheduling 
For example: 

 

7.12.1 Ingress Edge Router Configuration 
The ingress router classifies incoming packets into various classes on the basis of configured 
classification rules. In the example below the MF (Multi-field) classifier maps incoming traffic 
streams into three classes called Gold, Silver and Bronze. The Gold and Silver packets are fed 
into meters to apply policing: 
• For each Gold class packet, the tokenbucket meter measures if the packet is in-profile or out of 
profile with respect to a configured rate. The in-profile packets are marked with EF (Expedited 
Forwarding) PHB DSCP value in the TOS field of the IP header. All out-of-profile packets are 
dropped. 
• The Silver class packets are processed by a trTCM (Two rate Three color marker) meter. The 
in-profile packets are marked with low drop precedence i.e. DSCP for AF11 (Assured Forwarding, 
class 1, low drop precedence). The partially in-profile packets are marked with medium drop 
precedence i.e. DSCP for AF12 (Assured Forwarding, class 1, medium drop precedence). The 
out-of-profile packets are marked with highest drop precedence i.e. DSCP for AF13 (Assured 
Forwarding, class 1, highest drop precedence). To keep this example simple only one AF class is 
defined here but other AF classes can also be implemented in a similar fashion. 
• All unclassified packets (Bronze) are marked with BE (Best Effort) DSCP value. 
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The worst-case delay experienced by EF traffic characterizes the performance of a DiffServ 
router for EF PHB. So EF traffic should experience minimum delay. One way to achieve this is to 
use the Scheduler with EF traffic assigned highest priority. But this may cause starvation of lower 
priority AF and BE traffic, which is against the DiffServ requirement. Another way to achieve this 
without starvation is to configure the WF2Q+ Scheduler with a very high weight assigned to EF 
traffic (say 90% which is much larger than the average bandwidth requirement of EF traffic). So 
when EF traffic burst is enqueued to the Scheduler, it gets a very high proportion of bandwidth.  
 
However, when EF traffic is not present, the bandwidth gets distributed among AF and BE traffic 
in proportion to the remaining weight assignment. The Scheduler device provides 8 queues. The 
example below shows how to configure the WF2Q+ Scheduler to meet these requirements. 
DiffServ can use the Algorithmic dropper for managing congestion in queues. The EF queue uses 
the RED algorithm and the AF queue uses the WRED algorithm. 
 
NOTE: This example is for illustration purpose only. Policing is not mandatory in DiffServ. 

7.12.2 Configuration sequence 
Add a classifier profile: 
classifier add profile MF 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 20.20.20.0 network sourced traffic (class Gold): 
classifier profile MF add rule Gold 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile MF set rule Gold srcaddr 20.20.20.0 255.255.255.0 
 
Configure the rule to assign meter Id to the packet matching the rule: 
classifier profile MF set rule Gold meterid 1 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 2: 
classifier profile MF set rule Gold priority 2 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying 30.30.30.0 network sourced traffic: 
classifier profile MF add rule Silver 
 
Configure the rule to test the source IP address of incoming packets: 
classifier profile MF set rule Silver srcaddr 30.30.30.0 255.255.255.0 
 
Configure the rule to assign meter Id to the packet matching the rule: 
classifier profile MF set rule Silver meterid 2 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 1: 
classifier profile MF set rule Silver priority 1 
 
Add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying all other traffic and DSCP for BE (best effort): 
classifier profile MF add rule Bronze 
 
Configure the rule to set DSCP for BE: 
classifier profile MF set rule Bronze dscp 000000 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 0: 
classifier profile MF set rule Bronze priority 0 
 
Add tokenbucket meter profile for rate = 64kbps, burst size = 5000 bytes. 
meter add profile gold tokenbucket 64 5000 
meter set profile gold green action mark dscp 101110 
 
Add trTCM meter profile for CIR = 80kbps, CBS = 5000 bytes, PIR = 160kbps, PBS = 15000 
bytes: 
meter add profile silver trtcm 80 5000 160 15000 
meter set profile silver green action mark dscp 001010 
meter set profile silver yellow action mark dscp 001100 
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meter set profile silver red action mark dscp 001110 
 
Add a Scheduler profile for WF2Q-Plus scheduling: 
scheduler add profile sp1 wf2qplus 
 
Configure weights. EF traffic gets highest weight. AF traffic gets higher weight than BE traffic. BE 
traffic gets 2% weight. 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 2 weight 90 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 1 weight 8 
 
(The remaining 2% weight gets automatically assigned to the Default queue.) Apply RED ALD on 
the default queue: 
ald add profile ap0 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue default ald ap0 
 
Apply WRED ALD on AF queue (priority 1). The first three RED ALD profiles are created. Then 
these 3 RED profiles are configured on a Scheduler queue to implement WRED. 
Create ALD profile for low drop probability traffic with minTh = 15, MaxTh = 25, maxDropProb = 
0.05, weight = 2^-9: 
ald add profile ap1 15 25 0.05 –9 
 
Create ALD profile for medium drop probability traffic with minTh = 10, MaxTh = 20, 
maxDropProb = 0.1, weight = 2^-9: 
ald add profile ap2 10 20 0.1 –9 
 
Create ALD profile for highest drop probability traffic with minTh = 5, MaxTh = 15, maxDropProb 
= 0.15, weight = 2^-9: 
ald add profile ap3 5 15 0.15 –9 
 
Configure WRED algorithmic dropper for queue 1. There ALD profiles are specified. ap1 for green 
packets, ap2 for yellow packets, ap3 for red packets. 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 1 ald ap1 ap2 ap3 
 
Create Classifier on incoming transport: 
transports set atm1 classifier profile MF 
 
Create meter instances on the incoming transport 
transports set atm1 meter instance 1 profile gold 
transports set atm1 meter instance 2 profile silver 
 
Create Scheduler on the outgoing transport: 
transports set eth scheduler profile sp1 

7.12.3 Verifying your configuration 
Verify the configuration of profiles using following display commands: 
For the Classifier, use the commands: 
classifier list profiles 
classifier show profile MF 
 
For the Meter, use the commands: 
meter list profiles 
meter show profile gold 
meter show profile silver 
meter show profile bronze 
ald list profiles 
ald show profile ap0 
ald show profile ap1 
ald show profile ap2 
ald show profile ap3 
 
For the Scheduler, use the commands: 
scheduler list profiles 
scheduler show profile sp1 
scheduler show profile sp1 queues 
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Verify that intended profiles have been applied on the transports using the following commands: 
transports show atm1 
transports show eth 

7.12.4 Core Router Configuration 
A DiffServ core router classifies incoming packets into various classes on the basis of configured 
classification rules as defined by the DSCP value in the IP header. 
 
In the example below the BA (Behavior Aggregate) classifier maps incoming traffic streams into 
three classes called Gold, Silver and Bronze. The Gold class demands EF PHB, Silver class 
demands AF PHB and bronze class demands BE PHB. 
 
The worst-case delay experienced by EF traffic characterizes the performance of a DiffServ 
router for EF PHB. So EF traffic should experience minimum delay. One way to achieve this is to 
use the priority Scheduler with EF traffic assigned highest priority. But this may cause starvation 
of lower priority AF and BE traffic, which is against the DiffServ requirement. Another way to 
achieve this without starvation is to configure the WF2Q+ Scheduler with a very high weight 
assigned to EF traffic (say 90% which is much larger than the average bandwidth requirement of 
EF traffic). So when EF traffic burst is en-queued to the Scheduler, it gets very high proportion of 
bandwidth. On the other hand when EF traffic is not present, the bandwidth gets distributed in 
proportion to the remaining weight assignment. The example below shows how to configure the 
WF2Q+ Scheduler to meet these requirements. 
 
DiffServ can use the Algorithmic dropper for managing congestion in queues. The EF queue uses 
the RED algorithm and the AF queue uses the WRED algorithm. 

7.12.5 Configuration sequence 
Add a classifier profile: 
classifier add profile BA 
 
Add a rule in the classifier profile for classifying EF traffic: 
classifier profile BA add rule EF 
 
Configure the rule to test DSCP of incoming packets. Configured for EF DSCP (0x2e): 
classifier profile BA set rule EF dscp 101110 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 2: 
classifier profile BA set rule EF priority 2 
 
Add rule in the classifier profile for classifying AF traffic: 
classifier profile BA add rule AF11 
classifier profile BA add rule AF12 
classifier profile BA add rule AF13 
 
Configure the rule to test the DSCP of incoming packets. AF11, AF12, AF13: 
classifier profile BA set rule AF11 dscp 001010 
classifier profile BA set rule AF12 dscp 001100 
classifier profile BA set rule AF13 dscp 001110 
 
Configure the rule to assign priority value 1: 
classifier profile BA set rule AF11 priority 1 
classifier profile BA set rule AF12 priority 1 
classifier profile BA set rule AF13 priority 1 
 
There is no need to add a rule in the Classifier profile for classifying all other traffic and DSCP for 
BE as the remaining traffic will get automatically assigned default (0) priority. 
Add a Scheduler profile for WF2Q-Plus scheduling: 
scheduler add profile sp1 wf2qplus 
 
Configure weights. EF traffic gets highest weight. AF traffic gets higher weight than BE traffic. 
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scheduler profile sp1 set queue 2 weight 90 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 1 weight 8 
 
Apply RED ALD on the default queue: 
ald add profile ap0 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue default ald ap0 
 
Apply WRED ALD on AF queue (priority 1). The first three RED ALD profiles are created. Then 
these 3 RED profiles are configured on a Scheduler queue to implement WRED: 
Create ALD profile for low drop probability traffic with minTh = 15, MaxTh = 25, maxDropProb = 
0.05, weight = 2^-9: 
ald add profile ap1 15 25 0.05 –9 
 
Create ALD profile for medium drop probability traffic with minTh = 10, MaxTh = 20, 
maxDropProb = 0.1, weight = 2^-9: 
ald add profile ap2 10 20 0.1 –9 
 
Create ALD profile for highest drop probability traffic with minTh = 5, MaxTh = 15, maxDropProb 
= 0.15, weight = 2^-9: 
ald add profile ap3 5 15 0.15 –9 
 
Configure WRED algorithmic dropper for queue 1. Three ALD profiles are specified; ap1 for green 
packets, ap2 for yellow packets, ap3 for red packets. 
scheduler profile sp1 set queue 1 ald ap1 ap2 ap3 
 
Create classifier on incoming transport: 
transports set atm1 classifier profile BA 
 
Create the Scheduler on the outgoing transport: 
transports set eth scheduler profile sp1 

7.12.6 Verifying your configuration 
Verify the configuration of profiles using following display commands: 
For the Classifier, use the commands: 
 
classifier list profiles 
classifier show profile BA 
 
To view the created profiles, use the commands: 
ald list profiles 
ald show profile ap0 
ald show profile ap1 
ald show profile ap2 
ald show profile ap3 
 
For the Scheduler, use the commands: 
scheduler list profiles 
scheduler show profile sp1 
scheduler show profile sp1 queues 
 
To verify that the intended profiles are applied on the transports use the commands: 
transports show atm1 
transports show eth 
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